Ewe Be Well
By Shepherd’s Bush 2020

Materials needed:
Fabric: 32 count Natural
Stitch Count: 37 x 39
Cut Size: 9 x 9"

Cross Stitch:
Center and stitch with 1 strand of floss over 2 linen threads
Weeks Dye Works Overdyed Floss (DMC)

- Gold (3046)
- Olive (371)
- Oscar (3011)
- Parchment (822)
- Pebble (642)
- Pink Sand (3859)
- River Rock (3860)
- 844 Dark Gray DMC

Back Stitch: 1 strand-
Words: River Rock Bee and sheep’s legs: 844

Finishing: Finish as you like, it would be wonderful framed in a 4” hoop, or made into a pincushion.
See our finished piece on our website

This I know to be true: Life is good and this Earth is a truly awesome place to be.